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Abstract

Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) are
one of the most prominent interest region detectors in
computer vision due to their powerful properties and
low computational demands. In general MSERs are de-
tected in single images, but given image sequences as
input, the repeatability of MSER detection can be im-
proved by exploiting correspondences between subse-
quent frames by feature based analysis. Such an ap-
proach fails during fast movements, in heavily cluttered
scenes and in images containing several similar sized
regions because of the simple feature based analysis.
In this paper we propose an extension of MSER track-
ing by considering shape similarity as strong cue for
defining the frame-to-frame correspondences. Efficient
calculation of shape similarity scores ensures that real-
time capability is maintained. Experimental evaluation
demonstrates improved repeatability and an application
for tracking weakly textured, planar objects.

1 Introduction

The detection of interest points and local features
constitutes the basis for many important computer vi-
sion tasks. For example, object recognition, stereo
matching, image mosaicking, robot navigation, etc. rely
on the detection of interest points which possess some
distinguishing, highly invariant and stable properties.
Such structures provide a compact and abstract repre-
sentation of patterns in an image.

Numerous interest point detection algorithms have
been proposed in the recent years returning structures
like corners [8], blobs [13] or edges [14]. Detailed
evaluations and comparisons of different interest point
detectors are available, e. g. by Mikolajczyk et al. [9].
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These evaluations revealed that the Maximally Stable
Extremal Region (MSER) detector proposed by Matas
et al. [7] performs best on a wide range of different test
sets. An MSER is a distinguished region defined by an
extremal property of its intensity function in the region
and on its outer boundary. MSERs have all the proper-
ties required of a robust local detector.

If a sequence of images is available for interest point
detection, temporal information can be included to im-
prove the overall detection repeatability. For example,
Video Google [12] describes an approach to object and
scene retrieval based on tracked distinguished regions,
where tracking and interest point detection are realized
by different algorithms. Obviously, results would be
improved if both detection and tracking would be based
on the same principles.

Improving repeatability of MSER detection in
video sequences was first addressed by Donoser and
Bischof [2]. They exploited available data from the de-
tection process in frame t to find corresponding regions
in the next frame and demonstrated improved repeata-
bility on several sequences. For finding corresponding
regions, simple features like size, elongation and inten-
sity values were used. Such an approach fails during
fast movements, in cluttered scenes and when several
similar sized regions appear close to each other as fre-
quently occurring in man-made objects like signs, lo-
gos or inscriptions. For example Nister and Stewe-
nius [10] proposed an efficient vocabulary tree struc-
ture for e. g. recognizing CD covers in a real-time demo.
Their method utilizes MSERs as underlying interest re-
gion detector and would certainly benefit from more re-
peatable detection results. CD covers often contain sim-
ilar regions of same size and appearance and therefore
the standard MSER tracking method [2] often fails in
this scenario.

In this paper we propose an extension to MSER
tracking, where we use an efficient shape matching
method to identify correspondences in a more robust
way. Using shape similarity maintains the same re-
peatability on standard sequences, whereas much more
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robust results are achieved in more complex scenar-
ios. Since a large number of shape comparisons have
to be performed for finding the correspondences, high
efficiency is required for this step. Fortunately, recent
progress in the area of shape matching enables compar-
isons within milliseconds.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2
summarizes the proposed shape guided MSER track-
ing method. It outlines the basics of MSER detection
and tracking and shows how to integrate an efficient
partial shape matcher to define frame-to-frame corre-
spondences. Section 3 compares our proposed method
to the original version demonstrating improved repeata-
bility and an application for tracking weakly textured,
planar objects.

2 MSER tracking using shape

This section introduces our shape guided MSER
tracking method. We first summarize the properties of
the MSER detector in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes
the extension to MSER tracking, outlining the required
region feature comparison, which is used to find the
frame-to-frame correspondences. Finally, in Section 2.3
we show how an efficient shape matching method is in-
tegrated for improving detection repeatability.

2.1 MSER detection

Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER) detec-
tion was proposed by Matas et al. [7]. It detects a set of
connected regions from an image, where each region is
defined by an extremal property of the intensity function
within the region to the values on its outer boundary.
MSERs are invariant to continuous geometric transfor-
mations and affine intensity changes and are detected
at several scales. MSER are further considered as the
fastest interest point detection method, since algorithms
for calculating MSERs in linear time [11] are available.

MSERs are detected by analyzing a unique grayscale
image representation denoted as component tree. The
component tree C can be build for every image
with pixel values coming from a totally ordered set,
e. g. from a standard grayscale image. Each node of
the tree C contains a single connected region Ri, that
is found as connected component (a so called extremal
region) within binary threshold results Td = Iin ≥ d
of the input image Iin. By thresholding the image at
all possible values from 255 down to 0, the component
tree structure is built. Since regions in the tree can only
become larger with decreasing threshold, this implicit
inclusion relationship defines the edges of the compo-
nent tree C. Therefore, a region Ri that is the father of

a region Rj contains all the pixels of Rj and the root
node contains all image pixels.

MSERs are selected nodes within the component
tree, namely the most stable ones. For every node a
stability value is calculated, which estimates the stabil-
ity of region size over ∆ levels of the component tree,
where ∆ is a fixed parameter of the method. The locally
most stable ones are returned as the MSER detection re-
sult.

2.2 MSER tracking

The component tree is an effective data structure for
detection of MSERs in single images and in addition
constitutes the basis for the extension to robust tracking
of MSERs. In general, if MSER detection results are re-
quired for a sequence of images, detection is done inde-
pendently on every image. MSER tracking as proposed
in [2] additionally integrates temporal information into
the framework which allows to significantly reduce the
computation time and to improve the repeatability of the
detection results. The tracking algorithm starts with the
analysis of the entire image It at frame t which results
in a detection of MSERs for this image. Then each de-
tected MSER of image It is tracked independently of all
the others by performing three steps. First, a region of
interest (ROI) of pre-defined size, centered on the cen-
ter of mass of the MSER to be tracked, is propagated to
the next frame. Second, the component tree is built for
this ROI. Finally, the component tree is analyzed and
the node which best fits to the input MSER is chosen
as the tracked representation. In contrast to single im-
age based MSER detection, in tracking every extremal
region of the component tree is considered as potential
correspondence (not only the maximally stable ones),
which is the reason for the improved repeatability.

In order to identify the best fit M∗t+1 to the in-
put MSER Mt, F -dimensional feature vectors f =
(f1, f2, . . . fF ) are calculated for each of the N ex-
tremal regions Rj

t+1 of the component tree C. The
features calculated are region size, mean and minimum
gray value, width and height of the bounding box, cen-
ter of mass and region stability. The tracked represen-
tation M∗t+1 is then chosen as the one with the lowest
weighted Euclidean distance between its feature vector
and the vector of the region to be tracked Mt by

M∗t+1 = arg min
Rj

t+1∈C

[
F∑

i=1

ωi

(
fi(R

j
t+1)− fi(Mt)

)2
]

,

(1)
where ωi defines a weight for each feature which can be
used to adapt to different kinds of input data.
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Obviously, feature comparison fails when the con-
sidered regions are too similar concerning the simple
features. Therefore, we propose to replace this feature
based comparison by analysis of the shape of the outer
regpon contours as it is described in the next section.

2.3 Shape guided MSER tracking

The underlying idea of our approach is to use the
shape of the MSERs to find the correspondences, since
for every node of the tree the closed outer contour is
provided for free during computation of the component
tree. In general, the shape of the contour seems to be
a much more discriminative feature than the ones used
in [2]. Therefore, the entire MSER tracking method as
described in the last section remains the same, we only
replace the feature comparison with a score represent-
ing the shape similarity between regions.

Shape is the key feature in versatile applications of
computer vision and therefore shape matching is a well
investigated problem, where many different powerful
solutions exist [1, 6, 4]. Since for our tracking applica-
tion a large number of matches have to be performed per
frame, most of these state-of-the-art approaches can-
not be applied since they require several hundreds of
milliseconds per single match. For example, the top
performing shape matching method on the well known
MPEG - 7 data set [4] requires half a second per match,
which is not feasible in our scenario.

We propose to use a recent shape matching method
denoted as IS-Match [3] for this purpose. This method
uses chord angle based descriptors for solving an or-
der preserving assignment problem. Integral images are
used as efficient data structure enabling partial match-
ing within a few milliseconds. Since sampled contour
points are used as shape representation, point corre-
spondences and a shape similarity score are provided
per match.

We adapt the method of [3] to our purposes by pre-
calculating the shape descriptor of our MSER to be
tracked Mt, and by using a standard Procrustes distance
to define the similarity score. We define the correspon-
dence by returning the extremal region with the most
similar shape, i. e. the region with the lowest Procrustes
distance PD. Therefore, we replace the feature compar-
ison defined in Equation 1 with

M∗t+1 = arg min
Rj

t+1∈C

[
PD

(
Mt, R

j
t+1

)]
, (2)

where PD (R1, R2) is the estimated IS-Match Pro-
crustes distance between the two closed contours R1

and R2. Please note, that matching is only performed
for regions with approximately similar basic features.

Figure 2. Comparison of repeatability
scores for feature based and shape
guided MSER tracking for different pa-
rameter values ∆.

Thus, in contrast to the original MSER tracking for-
mulation, we do not use the simple features for finding
the best correspondence, we solely use them for getting
some candidates from the component tree, which are
then validated by the accurate shape matching.

3 Experiments

As a first experiment we demonstrate our proposed
shape guided MSER tracking method for the task of
tracking weakly textured, planar objects through video
sequences. We initialize the tracker in the first frame
by drawing a bounding box over the object, and use the
detected MSERs within the bounding box as initializa-
tion. We apply our method on sequences of a recently
proposed framework for comparing tracking results [5]
and selected frames are shown in Figure 1. As can be
seen each of the initialized regions is robustly tracked
through the entire sequence yielding a 100% repeata-
bility score. Please note, that the obtained correspon-
dences provided by shape matching potentially could
be used to estimate camera pose for the planar object.

We further evaluate the quality of the proposed ex-
tension to Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER)
tracking by analyzing the repeatability of the obtained
detections. We used a sequence provided with ground
truth from [2], which allows a direct comparison of fea-
ture and shape based tracking results. Figure 2 com-
pares results over different ∆ parameters. As can be
seen especially for lower ∆ values (including more and
less stable regions), the original approach frequently
confuses extremal regions which leads to lower repeata-
bility scores.
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Figure 1. Shape Guided MSER tracking results for a traffic sign. Each of the initialized five
MSERs (four MSER+ shown in yellow and one MSER- shown in red) is robustly tracked through
the entire sequence yielding 100% repeatability.

4 Conclusions

This paper described an extension for tracking Max-
imally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) through im-
age sequences. We outlined how fast shape matching is
used to improve detection repeatability. Therefore, the
proposed method is suited for applications like object
detection or action recognition which demand robust in-
terest point tracks through image sequences. Further-
more, our proposed method allows tracking of weakly
textured, planar objects through sequences, where the
implicitly provided point correspondences can be used
to estimate the pose of the object. Future work will fo-
cus on analyzing the applicability for subsequent vision
task as 3D reconstruction or object recognition and lo-
calization.
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